
Alison Clark
1691 BoulderWalk Dr. SE
Atlanta, GA 30316

February 15, 2023

The Honorable Judge Thomas A. Cox, Jr.
Justice Center Tower � Courtroom 7F
185 Central Avenue S.W.
Atlanta, GA 30303

Dear Judge Cox,

| am writing in reference to the action that attempts to appeal the land development permit
issued for the APSTC site and the further effort to cause a work stoppage at the site. This is yet
another thinly veiled attempt to slow and/or stop development of a duly approved project. The
property on which this development is taking place has long been a dumping ground and place
of unwanted activity. With the development of this site under the responsible stewardship of
the Atlanta Police Foundation, the community stands to realize the true potential of an
exceptional asset to the community. An asset largely unattainable in past years as some have

sought to block development in our area, putting outside interests ahead of the community. A
work stoppage is a measured step intended to cause an increase in cost of construction and to
serve as a place holder while opponents work to gather momentum for their next steps toward
derailing the development. A work stoppage exposes our communities to a likely resurgence of
trespassers and continued acts of violence by people who view our neighborhoods as a staging
area for their political beliefs, rather than a community whose residents want and deserve

safety and quiet enjoyment.

In serving as the committee chair for the CSAC over the course of the past 17 months, | have
observed this group of stakeholder representatives tirelessly review all aspects of the
development site and make recommendations to improve the design and operation to the
benefit of the immediately surrounding communities. The final plan for the APSTC incorporates
major architectural, landscape and design, and usage elements suggested by our committee.
These improvements will lessen facility noise, better manage street traffic, and provide tangible
benefits of street lights, improved walkability though sidewalks and trails, security cameras and
LPRs, and community centered facilities.

The vast majority of the volunteer citizen stakeholders are pleased with the process and believe
that the Atlanta Police Foundation has been responsible, responsive and forthcoming in its
communications and its actions. While those who seek to misinform would suggest that we are
a mere rubberstamp for the City of Atlanta and the APF, we want to be clear that we are

independent and have sought to thoroughly review all manner of data and where necessary
amend design elements. We have been both thorough and diligent in our process and will



continue those efforts to ensure that the communities most directly impacted by this

development have their interests put first. As a committee, we did not raise issue with the

zoning/land use of this property in that we understand the prior use and exempt status granted
to municipalities. While a lone member of our committee has sought to advance this appeal,
we want to be clear t'hat this action is not supported by the committee.

Sincerely,

Alison Clark,
Chair, APSTC CSAC


